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It’s okay, you can finally admit it. It’s been two months since you’ve seen the

inside of the gym. Getting sick, family crisis, overtime at work and school papers

that needed to get finished all kept you for exercising. Now, the question is: how

do you start again?

Once you have an exercise habit, it becomes automatic. You just go to the gym,

there is no force involved. But after a month, two months or possibly a year off, it

can be hard to get started again. Here are some tips to climb back on that treadmill
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I am guessing that most people would prefer to be fit, but the large majority of

people these days tend to be unfit. Many people try to get fit but simply give up,

and I feel this is because they go about it in completely the wrong way. It can be

confusing, as there is so much conflicting information about the ideal way to get

fit. It is never easy to create a new habit; it takes time and effort until it feels a

natural part of ‘what you do’. So, what is it that separates the fit from the not-so-

fit people? If you avoided the following seven things fit people never do, you

would be highly likely to succeed.
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